Interaction between primary and secondary mechanisms in human motion perception.
Two layers of information processing can be distinguished as being involved in human motion perception. The primary motion detection stage processes displacements of the luminance distribution across space, such as experienced in natural scenes during the pursuit of moving targets. Primary motion detection is often investigated with artificial motion stimuli realized as random-dot kinematograms (RDKs). Such stimuli belong to the class of "Fourier motion", and their perception can be easily explained by means of elementary motion detectors (EMDs) of the correlation type. Other tasks require the comparison of motion signals from neighbouring areas in the visual field. The perception of the displacement of the motion distribution, for instance, has been accounted for by a secondary motion processing stage. In order to understand the principles of interaction between the motion in neighbouring areas of the visual field, we investigated the sensitivity of the human visual system for moving objects which are defined by moving dots in variable directions. These experiments lead to "secondary tuning curves" of direction discrimination for secondary motion as function of primary motion direction. A base level of sensitivity for all dot motion directions without a velocity component in the same direction of the object movement is enhanced when the object and the dots have a common velocity component. Thus primary motion in any direction can be exploited by the secondary stage, and primary and secondary system both feed into the object motion percept. Furthermore it is suggested from the shape of the secondary tuning curve that the outputs from the two layers of motion processing do not superimpose linearly, but are combined by some sort of veto-like mechanism which increases the directional sensitivity when the two processing layers experience movement along the same direction.